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I. 

1).  Work order or job order or shop order 

Material issue order 

Move order 

Tool issue order 

2). It is a work measurement technique to determine time values for each job either by using the synthetic data 

or 

on the basis of experience of an estimator. 

3). Variables: When a record is made of an actual measured quality characteristics, the quality is said to be expressed by 

variables. It is also known as continues data. The quality characteristics which can be measured and expressed in specific 

unit of measurements are called variables or continuous data.  

Attributes : When a record shows only the number of articles confirming and number of articles or items failing 

to confirm to any specified requirement or specification, it is said to be a record by attributes. 

4).It is a work measurement technique to determine time values for each job either by using the synthetic data 

Or on the basis of experience of an estimator. 

5) Standard data is useful to determine standard time to perform a new job before starting production .It is a waste of 

time and energy to retime those elements of new job which are common with the previously timed jobs. The same can be 

calculated by using standard data. 

II. 

1)  

i.Availability of raw material 
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ii.The selection of site, should be such that it is nearer to the raw materials, so that the cost of transportation of raw 

material is minimized. 

iii.Proximity to market 

If the factory is situated near the market then the cost of transportation of finished goods, advertising, and distribution etc 

will be greatly reduced.  

iii.Transport facilities 

Normally, heavy amount is spent for transporting raw materials and finished goods. Depending upon the type and size of 

the raw material and finished goods, a suitable method of transport is selected. (Road. Rail, water or air) and accordingly 

the plant location is selected. 

iv.Availability of power and fuel 

It is essential that continuous electric power is available in proper quantity at reasonable rates.  

v.Availability of suitable labour 

Adequate labour force must be available near the plant. They must be stable and must have right attitude towards work. 

The labour cost should be reasonable. 

vi. Climate & atmospheric conditions 

It is one of the important factor for location of factory but due to the developments in the field of heating, ventilating and 

air conditioning, climate of the region does not present much problem. 

vii.Commercial facilities 

As money is one of the important factor in deciding the location, the availability of financial and banking facilities is an 

important consideration for the factories which requires constant flow of capital. 

viii. Local laws 

Government give concession for starting industries in backward areas. These concessions are, 1. Tax exemptions 2. 

Subsides 3. Site and building at low cost  4. Reduced electric charges etc. So to avail these concessions, plant can be 

located in backward areas 

ix.Attitude of local people 
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The local people should cooperate the activities and expansions programs. If the local people opposes the activities of the 

organization it will affect the working of the company.  

2) 

i. As the material handling does not add to the value of the product try to eliminate material handling wherever 

possible. 

ii.Arrange the production sequence and the plant layout in such a way that the material handling is eliminated 

or reduced to the minimum. 

iii.Select the shortest route of material movement. 

iv. Make use of gravity for material movement wherever possible, It saves power and fuel. 

v. Avoid back tracking and duplicate handling 

vi. Use bulk containers for transporting smaller components - load them to the optimum and move them as one 

unit. 

vii.Design containers properly so that rehandling is avoided and damage to material during transit is avoided. 

3) 

String diagram 

If the path traced by the movement of men or material or document are more complex and of considerable 

length with significant amount of back tracking, a string diagram is more suitable. It is a scaled plan of the shop 

Location of the various work centers like machines, stores work bench etc are drawn to scale in a drawing sheet 

fixed on soft wooden board. Pins are fixed at various work centers in the drawing sheet, a continuous colored 

thread or string is taken round the pins where the material or  worker moves during the process. At the end 

note down the no of movements from one work center to other .Remove the string and measure the total 
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length of the string, multiply by the scale and get actual distance moved. 

 

4) 

Advantages 

 i.Study on several operators and machines can be done simultaneously 

ii.It takes less man hours to conduct the study 

iii.Activities or operations are easy and cheap 

iv.Observations can be taken over a period of day or week so it doesn’t effect the day to day variation. 

v.Chances of mistake is less 

vi.Any interruption during the study will not affect the result 

vii.Prolonged observation is not necessary because the observer 

viii.finds the worker whether working or idle. 

ix.Any kind of time measuring device is not neccessary 

x.Study can be conducted with a pre assigned degree of reliability 

xi.Not enough training is required. 
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Disadvantages 

i.Unless specific provision is made work sampling doesn’t normally take ‘rate of working’ to account  

ii.Management and work might have apprehensions about the data derived from sampling 

iii.It cannot provide the sort of elemental details which a time study can provide 

iv.Not very economical 

v.Operator may change his work pattern upon the sight of the observer ; if this occurs ,results of study will be of 

little value. 

5.  

i.To increase company's income by making product more acceptable to customer  

ii.Reduce cost of product through redaction of defects. Less scrap, less rework, less customer returns etc. 

reduces product 

iii.Produce optimum quality av minimum price 

iv.To build customer ati faction and good will 

v.To build reputation firm 

vi.Reduction in inspection cost 

vii.Aids in standardization and interchangeability 

6) 

 C = Rs.30,000 

S= Rs. 10,000 

N= 10 years 

Depreciation to be set aside at the end of every year, D = C-S /N work =  (30.000-10,000) / 10  =RS. 2000 
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Depreciation fund accrued at the end of 4 years of its useful life = 2000 x 4 =Rs. 8000 

 

7. 

Estimation Costing 

 

Calculation of expected cost of product. 

 

Work is technical in nature. 

 

Determines whether it is profitable to 

manufacture a product or buy from outside. 

 

Helps to fix up market price for proposed 

production. 

 

Pre operation of production. 

 

To arrive at probable expenditure for 

comparison with actual cost after making the 

product. 

 

Determination of actual cost by adding all 

Expenses. 

Clerical nature. 

 

Tells profitability of the product after production 

or organization is running in profit or loss. 

 

Helps for budget preparation. 

 

 

Post operation of production. 

 

Comparison with estimates to know whether the 

estimates are over, under or realistic. Also helps 

to identify unnecessary wastage of men 

material, machinery & money to keep control 

over them. 
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III. a) 

i. To find out the demand for a new product. 

ii. To forecast the demand for an existing product.  

iii. To execute in advance the cost of a new product. 

iv. To make route sheet. 

v. To prepare schedules for production. 

vi. To order for various activity to be performed 

vii. To control labour and material 

viii. To simplify the activity. 

III.b) 

Preventive maintenance 

This is also called as planned maintenance, or systematic plant maintenance etc. In this system the steps are 

taken to prevent breakdowns before it occur and thus reduce consequent loss to the company. There after a 

planned inspection is conducted to carry out servicing, including replacement of worn-out parts. This will reduce 

the every chance of breakdowns.Frequency of periodic inspection and servicing vary with each 

machine/equipment Some may follow a calendar servicing schedule such as daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, 

six monthly, annually etc. Some others follows operating time such as 100 hours servicing. 1000 hours servicing  

etc. While daily servicing involves cleaning,lubrication, quarterly servicing involve minor repairing and 

replacement. 

Predictive maintenance 

 In this method we can predict the future failure before hand and carry out appropriate preventive measures. It 
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make use of sophisticated test equipments such as electronic sensors, audio gadgets, vibration analyzers, 

amplitude meters, precision gauges, strain gauges, pollution testers, etc. Unusual sound emitting from a 

machine, undue heat produced in mechanical and electric parts, excessive pollutants from an engine may an 

indication or symptom of danger. These can be censored, observed and detected at right time and necessary 

repairs are effected, and thus faulty parts are replaced. By this process, it is now possible, even to extend the life 

of machinery and plant and increase time intervals between successive servicing and overhauling. It also avoid 

loss of production. The cost of this maintenance is less as compared to preventive and breakdown maintenance 

IV. a) 

Routing is the determination of path that the materials should follow in the plant as it is manufactured. 

Routing is deciding the most economical path to be followed by raw materials from machine to machine and 

from department to department. The object of routing is to find out the best and cheapest sequence of 

operation. 

Routing procedure 

i. The finished product is analyzed and broken into number of components required for the product. 

ii. Bills of materials is prepared from the parts list and decide to what is to be produced in the plant and what is 

to be purchased from outside. 

iii. Available machine capacities and machine characteristics are find out. 

iv. Necessary operations through which raw materials has to undergo are listed. 

v. Path of flow of materials is decided. 

vi. Prepare a route sheet. 

vii. The economic lot size (Number of components to be manufactured in one lot or batch) is determined. 
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viii. Determine the scrap factors and places where scrap is very of production of each likely to occur are 

identified. 

ix.The cost component is estimated 

IV. b) 

i.Quantity produced is very large. 

ii.Products are highly standardized 

iii.Machineries are arranged in the sequence of production. 

iv.Material handling can be automated 

v.Both skilled and unskilled workers are used 

vi.Supervision is a routine job. 

vii.Single purpose and special purpose machines are used. 

viii.Division of labour is possible. 

ix.Workers become specialized quickly. 

x.Work cycle is short and repetitive in native. 

xi.No resetting of machineries are required. 
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V. a) 

 

It is required to record the minute details of left hand right hand. A SIMO (simultaneous motion cycle) chart is an 

extremely detailed left and right hand operation chart. It shows on a common time scale the simultaneous minute 

movements (therbings) performed by the two hands of an operator. Besides hands, the movements of other limbs of an 

operator may also be recorded. The time scale is marked in winks (1/2000 of a minute ). While recording the movements 

make use of therbings. 

A wink counter (timing device) is used to record time in wink 

A most efficiently performed one whole cycle is selected for analysis 

Analyze the film, frame by frame. Study one frame at a time, concentrating first on left hand and then right hand 

Movements. 

The data noted is recorded in the form of Therblig chart. The duration of actual movements and also nad O the wink 

counter. 

A SIMO chart is then drawn further study & analysis. 
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V. b) 

i.Both hands should be used productive work 

ii.Both hands should stand finish their motions at the same time 

iii.The two hands sold not be idle at the same time except during rest periods. 

iv. Motions should be simultaneous, symmetrical and opposite 

v. A worker may use mechanical aids to assist him to overcome muscular effort 

vi. Motions should be simple and involve minimum number of limbs to perform work in shortest duration with less fatigue 

vii. Motion should not involve frequent stops and sharp directional changes. 

viii. Ballistic (free swinging) movements as used in driving nail should be preferred over controlled ones 

VI. a) 

It is defined as the ‘’systematic recording and critical examination of ways of doing things in order to make 

improvements’’ 

Method study procedure: 

Select→ Record → Examine→ Develop → Evaluate → Define →Install → Maintain 

Select a job 

Select the work to be studied. There are 3 factors that should be kept in mind when selecting a job. 

Record 

All the details about the existing methods are recorded. 

This is done by directly observing the work 

Symbols are used to represent the activities like operation, inspection, transport, storage and delay. 

Examine 
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Critical examination is done by questioning technique. 

Individual activity is examined by asking no of questions, & it as follows 

Purpose :- 

What is done? 

Why it is done? 

What else could be done? 

What should be done? 

Develop 

The answer to the questions given below will result in the development of better method. 

Purpose: what should be done? 

Place: where should it be done? 

Sequence: when should it be done? 

Person: Who should it is done? 

Means: How should it be done? 

Evaluate 

Different alternatives to develop a new improved method may be evaluated by comparing the cost 

effectiveness of the selected new method with the current method of performance.  

Define 

Once a complete study of a job has been made a new method is developed, it is necessary to obtain the 

approval of the management before installing it. The work study man should prepare a report giving details of 

the existing and new methods. 
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The report should shows; 

Brief description of the old method 

Brief description of the new method 

Reason for change 

Advantages and limitations of new method 

Saving expected 

The cost of installing the new method  

Tools and equipments required for new method 

Install  

In this stage support of both management and trade union is required 

Maintain 

The work study man must see that new method introduced is followed. The workers after some time may slip 

back to the old methods. This should not allowed 

VI. b) 
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Normal time for the cycle (Machinery time + Manual time) x rating 

=1.568+2.575+3.658–1.175-0.555 =9 531 

Standard time = Normal time + Allowances = 9,531 +.15x 9.531= 10.484 mts 

VII. a) 

Floor inspection: 

1. Defects can be detected in time and corrective actions can be taken immediately 

2. This inspection can help in removing the troubles 

3. Material handling is less, so less chances of damage to work pieces.  

4.  Production is not delayed as corrective action is taken immediately. 

5. Suitable for heavy as well as light work pieces. 6. Production layout and mass production can easily achieved 

7. It reduces labour cost 

8. There is no mixing of defective and good parts 9. The work of routing, scheduling and dispatching can be eliminated  

Centralized inspection: 

1. The operators are not disturbed  

2. The inspectors do inspection without bias 

3. No piling of work pieces near the machine  

4. Inspection will be accurate 

5. Costly and precision instruments can be used  

6. Maintenance of inspection records easily 

7. Rejection of work piece will not create friction between workers and inspectors 

8. Inspectors can be supervised easily 

9. Inspectors become specialized in their work 
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VII. b) 

X1 =10+12+10+12 /4= 11  

X2 : 10+12+13+13 12/4= 12 

X3 = C 

X4=11+10+9+14/4=11 

X5 = 12+12+12+12/4=12 

X = EX/N = 11+12+10+11+12 / 5 =11.2 

R1 = 12 -10 =2 

R2 = 13 - 10 = 3 

R3= 11 - 9 = 2 

R4=14-9=5 

R5=12-12=0 

R= ER/N =2+3+2+5+0/ 5=2.4 
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VIII. a) 

a) Frequency curve may be of different shape. Most important of these curve in Statistical 

b) Quality Control is normal curve.Symmetrical about mean value and has bell shape, 

Single peak 

Defined by two measures : mean (X) which locates centre and standard deviation(o) measures spread around 

centre. 

Mean, median and mode have same value. Mean = Median = Mode 

Two tails extends from the + go and never touches horizontal axis 

 For practical purpose we consider  ND curve extends from 30 values to right and 30 values to left.  

 

 

VIII. b)  

No of samples, n = 1dozen =12 
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Total no. of defects= 5 

 

C = No.of defects in all samples / Total no. of samples = 51 / 12=4.25 

 

UCL= č + 3 αc= č+3√č = 4.25 + 3* 2.06 = 10.43  

 

LCL = C - 3 αc= č - 3√c = 4.25 – 3* 2.06 = -1.93  

 

 

IX. a)  

Decrease in the value and efficiency of physical assets like building, plant, machinery with passage of time is 

called depreciation. 

Causes of depreciation 

1. Due to wear and tear 

When machinery performs useful work, wear and tear of certain components takes place. Itvcan be reduced 

with proper maintenance using lubricating oils. But totally it cannot be prevented. 

2. Due to physical decay 

Certain Items in the factory like furniture, electric cables, vessels, buildings etc decay due to 

climatic and atmospheric effect on passage of time 

3. Accidents 
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Occurs due to wrong operation, loose components or some other causes which may result in heavy  Most of 

the owners get their equipment Insured with insurance companies to cover this risk. 

4. Due to deferred maintenance and neglect 

Every manufacturers supplies certain instructions for the smooth and efficient running of the equipment. 

E.g. Changing lubricating oil at regular Intervals in case of a motor cycle. If the instructions are not followed 

because of neglect and if proper maintenance recommended by manufacturer is not done, the value of the 

equipment may get reduced 

5. Inadequacy 

The equipment may not perform to the increased need c output, precision, better quality etc 

6. Long usage of machinery, equipments and stored items may reduce the useful life, 

IX. b)  

It is a graph of percentage defective (P) in a lot against probability of lot getting accepted (P)9OC curve 

displays he probability that a lot submitted with a certain percent defective will be either accepted or 

rejected given the current sampling plan(lot size, sample size and acceptance number) 

It is divided into three zones 

1. Acceptable Quality Region: The consumer will accept all lots which have % defective represented by AQL or 

less. The value of P, for this region is very high. However very few lots may be rejected in this region because 

of bad samples selected whose P, is very low. This is a loss to the producer and it is called producer's risk. 

2. Indifferent quality region 

This region consists of % defective more than AQL and less than RQL.A lot in this zone is worse than AQL and 

better than RQL.No decision can be given about its acceptance or rejection. 100 % inspection is required to 

eliminate indecision. 

3. Objectionable Quality region 

The quality of lot in this region are considered unsatisfactory. They have defectives more than RQL.The 

probability of acceptance is very low. However few lots may be accepted because of good samples selected 

from bad lot. This is a loss to the consumer and it is called consumer's risk. 
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X. a)  

Prime cost= Directmaterialcost+Directlabourcost+Directexpenses 

=200+350-100=650 

Factory cost= Primecost + factory expenses 

Production cost= FactoryCost + Officeexpenses 

900+0=900 

650+250=900 

Total cost= Productioncost+Sellingoverhead 

=900+(40*900)/100=Rs1260 

Selling price= Totalcost + Profit 

Let, selling price be S 
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S= 1260+0.1S 

S= 1260/0.9= =1400, this is selling price of a batch of 50 products 

Selling price of the product = 1400/50= RS. 28 

X. b)  

b) Allocation of overhead expenses 

Percentage on prime cost: 

Used where labour and material cost are nearly same 

Rate of overhead % = Total overheads / Prime cost x100 

Percentage on direct  labour cost: 

This is very simple and accurate and applied to manual work. 

Rate of overhead % = Total overheads/ Direct labour cost x 100 

Percentage on direct material cost: 

Material cost does not remain constant and changes with time, so this method is not accurate and reliable and generally 

not used. 

Rate of overhead %= Total overheads/Direct labour cost *100 

Man hour rate  

Total time spent by direct labour is considered, but not the wage pad to them. This method does not take into account the 

use of different type of equipment 

Rate of overhead (per man hour) =Total overheads/Total productive manhours 

Machine Hour rates: This method is used when work is done in automatic machines 

Rate of overhead (per machine hour) = total overheads/Total productive machine hours 

Unit rate method: This method is suite where only one type of production is carried out  
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Rate of overhead (per unit)=total over heads/no.of units manufactured 
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